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-The geometry of wing surfaces generated by
straight lines and with a higb rate of'
thickness taper at the root

D. Perkhq

B.So.

This note describes a way in which wings aan be designed to have a
high rate of thickness taper at the root, while still maintaining a SWface shape generated by straight lines.
The method oan be most swcessfKKly applied to w5ngs of pnrabolia
arc seotion straight-tapered in planform, in which case there is no
change in aerofoil section shape across the span. Other planfarm shapes,
and wing root aerofoil section shapes, result in a variation af aercfoil
section shape a~099 the span.
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1

Intrcducticm

Design end construotion of the wings of both full size aircraft and
wind-tunnel research models would be simplified if they .had surfaces
generated by straight lines. A simple example is the straight-tapered
planform wing of constant thickness/chard ratio whose mrface is generated by straight constant-percentage-chord lines. This type of wing is
said to have 15nee.r "planform taper" snd "tbiclaess taper", these terms
being defzned as:Planform taper means that the wjng chord varies across the span,
it does not imply a corresponding variation of wing thickness.
Thickness taper refers to the spsnwise vzclation of the absolute
thudmess, and -not to the spanwise variation of thiclmess/cbord
ratio.
MY)
w

The rate of thickness taper is therefore

.

For the reasons given below, a high rate of thickness taper my be
desirable at the root of low aspect ratio wings:(a) There may be aerodynmi~ advantages in having most d the
volume close to the root'.
(b) The resulting high w% tbiokness at the root gives a better
junction shape with a fuselage, or a separate fuselage my not even be
necessary.
(c) The high root thickness is struoturally
allows a high spar depth.

desirable in that it

Unfortunately, this high thickness taper at the root generally
results in a wing surface which is not generated by straight lines Fn
edge is desirable, it is possible
any -=Y. Hmever, when a sharp leadwith a straight-tapered planform shape to desip a wing surface with
straight generators parallel (in plan view) to the leading edge, and to
the trailing edge, if a parabolti am aerofoil section is used.. On such
a wing, the thiclmess/chord ratio deareases linearly from the root to
zero at the tip, giving a parabolic distribution
of maximumthicloness
across the span. This type of wing is described in seotion 2 and shovm
in F&.3.
As the sharpedged sleder delta wing is a promising shape ss a
lifting
surface beosuse of the one type of flow pattern round it
throughout the flight range, the gecatetxy of such a wing with, a parabolic era aerofoil section is d&mussed in detail in seotion 3.
Other planform shapes end aerofoil sections are oonsidered in
section 4. E-Athese oases stzaight wing surface generators are obtained
only with a vartition in aerofoil section shape aoross the span.
2
2.1

The parabolic arc section wing with strai&t
surface snerators
Eallel
(in plan view) to the leading edge snd to ths trailing

edge

Surface L.&&e of wing

The equation of a parabolic sro profile;
written as
e =

+ke(o-F;)

-3-

as shown in Fig.1,

cm be

(1)

c ismeasuredfrmtheleadingedge.
where c is thechordand
is the ledng edge sweep then

If

'p

E; = x-lyltsn(p.
For the straight-tapered

planfom of my sweep of Fig.2, of root &Ord
t
varying from 9
at the root to zero at
0 0

co and thiclmess/chord ratio
the tip,

where v = non-dimensionalspamise ordinate
the positive rx.ghthand half of the wing only being considered in the following
themy.
Substituting in equation (1) values appropriate to the maxinnrmthickness position (tid-chod),
we get that at any spanwise position
c

~o(l-d
2

t

$$(1-q)2=k
0 0

~o(14
oobd

-

2
3

which gives

(3)
As the value of k is independent of 71, the aerofoil. sections at
all spanwise positions are therefore part of one parabolic arc, sd'the
equation of the wing surface is simply

z

or, with the origin
zt+rc

1

“a

2t
$
E;(c-&I
00 0

(k-4

of coordinates at the leading edge apex

2t 0
(x00 0

IYI twf4[oo-

lYI(>-t-+x]*

(4b)

In equation (4a) it oan be seen that plsnes having the equations
either & = constant, or c-E; I constant, interseat the wing surface in
straight lines. This means that the wing surface is generated by two sets
of straight lines rmnzing from the centre line profile, parallel (in plan
view) to the leading edge, snd to the trailing edge respectively.
The equation of a series of planes, par allel to the plane oontdning
the z-axis snd the maximumtbdckness line of the half-wing, can be mitten
as

-4-

& = $+h

c,bd

=

+h

2

where h is the aistmoe ofanyplane frcm the plane through the meximm
thickned3sline,m.ee.sured in thex-direotion.
Substituting

the above value of
0

,<
0

0
z

=

gives

t

z = 2

or

5 in equation (&)

(,-#-$)h2

t

=+

0

2

(l-q)2-kh2.

Thus the interseotion shape with the wing surfaoe of planes parallel
to the ma;llimu?lthickness line, is a series of arcs of the same parabola
displaoed in the z-direoticol by kh2 from the maximumthiokness line, snd
out off by the leading edge (or trailing edge) at q= 1 -$.
0

Finally, the 5ntersaotion shape with the w%ngsurfaoe of any plane,
parallel to the z-axis, and swept back at an angle 0 is obtained as
follows.
Let
Ei = x0+

IYl ale-

IYl -rp

be the plane.
Substituting

z+

2t
0 00

this value of

c in equation (&a) gives

x0+ IYl ten e- IYI tan cp)(oo-~o-xo-

IYI tan e+ IYl tan 9)

which oan be re-arranged to

xo(oo-xo)+

IYI PO@=

9-h

e-$+

- y2 (tan 0 - tml9)

(oo-=o)(b

tane-ten9+~
(

a quadratio expression in

e-tan
,
>I

91-j

(6)

y.

It oen be seen in equation (6), that far a plane parallel to the
leading edge, when ten e E ten 9 (ancl‘for a plane parallel to the
trailingedge,when

taneetanq-2

) the equation beoomeslinear

FCEa plane parallel to.&e maximumthiokness line
Y*
in whioh case equation (6) reduces to equation (5).
.
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in
x
tanO=tancp-$,

Fran equation (4a) the equation of the intersection
z = constant with the w5ng surface is
&(o-g)

of the plane

E oon.stant.

If a and b are lengths parallel to the leading and trd.ling
as defined in Big.2, then by similar triangles it follows that
&(o-'&)

edges

= ab x constant .

Thus the intersection shape with the wing surface of sections parallel
to the z = 0 plane, em hyperbolas with the leading and trailing edges
as asymptotes.
2.2

Intersection

areas of planes with wing surface

The cross-section area of the interseotion of the plane x = xo+y tan@
with both surfaces of half the wing, can be obtained by integrating equation
(6) with respect to 5, the distance along the dxcection of, the plane
z \I ax2,

i'zdT,=/

=

sec8

I

dy2

=
J

e \Iay 2 tan28 + ay2

"
zdy.

The limits of integration are y = 0 and the y-coordinate
se&ion of the plane with the leading edge or trailing edge,
0

i.e.

either

y =

0

y

=

0

tane-tanq

The oross-section
S(xo, 0) = ;tz;($)

0

tnn I3 + tan Jr
-x

or

-X

(interseotion

with T.E.)

(intersection

with L.E.) .

of the inter

area is thus (fcr half the win@;)

se0 8 ~o(oo-xo)y

+<

ko(tanp-

tantl-G)

+ (Co-x,)(tale

- tan qy'
1
o

- 22
3 (he-tmq)

e&e

we-tanq+$
(

.
)I

0

(7)
2.3

Volume enclosed by wing surfaoe
The area of a chordwise section of the wing is
C

2k
0
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The volume enclosed-by the wing surface, obtained by integrating
above expression across the span, is then fcund to be

the

Similerly, for a constant thickness/chord ratio wing, the corresponding expressions for erea of chadwise section end enclosed volume are
0

2k
J

&,(c-E;) a

=

0

where in this case
k = +$j(T%)
v

z $ i
0

oo2s.

from equations (8) and (g), it follc~s that for the two types of w5ng
to have the same volume, the ratio of the root thicknesses is i+:3,
the
wird of oonscent thickness/chard ratio Pzxving the smeller root thickness.
3

The deltaplanformwina

of pe~~J~olic arc section

A special case of the type of wing described in sectian 2 is the
shexp-edged, delta planfarm. This wing has been consideredby Newby', end
is of speoial interest
aerodynenicdly in that the oalculation of the velo03ty distribution
over the surface is partioulexly simple, and the resulting properties prcnnising both without ati with lift.
It is now shove that
its geanetrio pcperties are also simple. A low aspect ratio wing of this
type is shown in Fig.3, compwedwitha similar wing of cfmstantthiolmess/
chord ratio ed the sameroot thiokness.
FCCthe delta planform,

s(xo,e)
=” (2>c
0

0

xobo-xo)Y

tan 'p = $

and equation (7) beocmes

+ T“[(~o-xo,(~e-~)-xot,e]

-ptane(tae-+jQe.

(10)

0

The cross-seotionareaperpendicularto
half the wing
s(xo,o)

ratio

= 2sco($)($f(l

The expression carresponding to (11)
delta wing is
-7-

thewing

-?g*

centreline

is, far

(11)

for a oonstant thickness/chori!

(L?)<1
s(xo*O)

=

tic0

+J[$F

.-log(l

-~j+log(i

-$)I*

o

(12)

The area distributions
from equations (II) and (12) sre plotted in
Pig.4 for two wings of the same rout thickness/chord ratio.
Also plotted,
is the area distribution
of a constant thickness/chord ratio wing of the
same volume as the wing with the linearly deoreasing thickness/chord ratio.
The cross-sections of the wing perpendictir
to the centre line being
diam&+haped, the oalcxilation of the wave drag and superscdo pressure
distribution
should be simple.
4
4.1

Other rd.ardorm shapes and aerofoil

sections

The parabolic -pLanformwing

The parabolic plsnform is basically a cropped delta of taper-ratio
0.5 with the leading edge and tip forming a continuous curve, the W&J
chord varying aoross the span as

For this planfarm shape the wing area, aspect ratio
are, respectively

The variation of apex angle with
type planforms is shown inFig.6.

aspeot ratio

With aprabolio
arc oentre line profile,
to give straight-sided transverse sections is

i.e.

z

I

q$

(

far various delta-

the surface shape required

>

-2iq

(13)

1 +c

(

and +eX angle

0

>

Thus the wing section outboard of the centre lins is not parabolic,
and the msxkmm~thickness position no longer at mid-chord.
By differentiating
equation (13) and equating to zero, it is found
that the maxkm~ thickness position occurs where

The spanwise decrease in thickness/chord ratio is nearly linear and
is plotted in Fig.7. Fig.8 shows the spanwise variation of' the maximum
thickness position, and in Fig.9 is plotted a typical ohordwise profile
with a parabolic arc for comparison.
4.2

The delta wing of non-parabolio seotion

With an arbitrary section shape at the centre line of a delta wing,
the condition that the v&g surface is generated. by straight lines parallel
to the traLl.ing edge is
x
$0Tp
z (x0, VB)

=

z.

Ox
“s
t

i.e.

2 (x0* lls)

where s o is the ortlinate at

= e.

(

1

0

“PO
1 - -;;0

>

(15)

(x0, 0).

For a non-mabolic
centre line profile, equation (15) can only be
satisfied at positions outboard of the centre line by a variation in the
section shape aoross the span. However, for thin seotions the circuLar
arc is very nearly the same a8 the parabolic am, and the circular arc
if desired, without causing a
could be used for the centre line profile,
large variation in section shape across the span.
As sn example of a case where the centre line prufile differs greatly
f'rcm the parabolic shape, the sections at various spanwise positions on a
delta wing with a root section of double-wedge shape are shave in Fig.lO.
The thickness/chord ratio distribution
across the span is plotted in
Fig.11, and the loous of the maximumthickness position in Fig.12.
4.3

Camberedaerofoil

seotions

A cambered chordwise profile can be obtained by using different profiles to farm the upper and lower surfaces of the wing, each surface still
bea generated by straight Z+E,S. In the simplest case, if two ckifferent
parabolic arcs are used, a parsbolio arc camber line results.
Other shape
camber lines are obtained by a suitable choice of prafile shape for each
surface, but the camber line shape willvaryaor~~s
ihe span if the wing
surfaces are still to be generated by straight lines.
The chordwise camber on a wing
generated, aktamatically introduo&
which is a form of dihedral - or it
crosswise camber line shap-zis not
remains straight.

whose surface is straight-line
a,camber in the s-tie
dire&ion
can be termed cross-wise csmber. The
conioal as lung as the trailing edge

-Y-
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Conclusions

It has been shown that a wing of parabolic arc section, straighttapered in planform, has the following useful properties 9 the thickness/
chord ratio decreases linearly from the root to zero at the tip:(a) The wing surfaoe is generated by two sets of straight lines runningparallel(5nplanview)to
theleadingedge,
and to the trailing edge,
respectively.
(b) The aerofoil
ccplvex parabolio are.

sections at all spanwise positions

are part of one

(c) SeotioDls parallel to the maxinumthicla~ss line are part of one
concave parabolic arc, cut off at the leading edge and trailing edge.
The above properties should make such a wing simple to manufacture.
Furthermore, the qanwise distribution
of thickness being parabolic, there
is a high rate of thickness taper at the root which is desirable aerodynamically.
The high root thickness gives a gocd junction shape with a fuselage, or may even be sufficient to make a separate fuselage unnecessary,
as well as allowing a high spar depth and a therefore economic struoture.
With other planform shapes, and root aerofoil sections other than
parabolic, a straight line generated wing surface is only obtained at the
expense of a variation in seotion shape across the spsn.
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